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041800 Репка
£5.90
A compilation of the most popular Russian
folk and fairy tales, which includes "Repka"
(Turnip), "Lisichka so Skalochkoj" (Sister
Fox and the Rolling Pin), "Masha i medved"
(Masha and the Bear), "Volk i koza" (The Wolf
and the Goat).

Russian
Popular fiction
Ages 0-4

Planes! Rockets! Butterflies! What do they all
have in common?
The colourful illustrations in this picture book
provide children with an insight into the world
of planes and flying machines and animals.
040919 Веселый букварь - Усачев, А. £10.95
The popular children's poet Andrei Usachev
and the famous illustrator Alexander Zudin
have created this wonderful Veselyj Bukvar to
make learning the alphabet easy and fun. For
each letter there is a poem.

Русские народные
сказки
This series presents the most popular and
favourite Russian fairy tales with the bestrecognised characters from Russian folklore.
045110 Сказки Бабы-Яги
£17.75
A book of stories about Baba Yaga, the
supernatural being who dwells deep in the
forest in a hut on chicken legs. The stories
include: Masha i Baba Jaga, Gusi-lebedi,
Baba Jaga - kostjanaja noga, Vasilisa
Prekrasnaja, Vedmina dochka, Sestritsa
Alenushka i bratets Ivanushka, Tsar-devitsa,
Zakoldovannaja tsarevna, Finist - jasnyj sokol.

Ages 5-7
041438 Все бабушки умеют летать Зартайская, И.
All Grandmas Can Fly.

041854 Котенок по имени Гав - Остер, Г. £7.90
A Kitten Named Woof.
A kind story about a kitten who makes friends
with a puppy.
041863 Весёлые сказки и истории - Сутеев, В.
£9.85
Funny Tales and Stories.
041352 Алфавитные сказки. Мои первые
сказки - Лисаченко , А.
£21.75
Alphabet Tales. My First Tales.
041348 Жили-были книжки. Зайка ты, зайка Комовская, Н.
£6.90
Once Upon a Time There Lived Books.
Rabbit, You Little Rabbit.
042503 Как мы летаем - Чудновская, Е. £8.85
How We Fly.

045117 По щучьему велению Гуси-лебеди
£7.90
By the Pike's Wish (retold by Alexey Tolstoy).
045118 Царевна-лягушка
£7.90
The Frog Princess (retold by Alexey Tolstoy).

041862 Теремок
£4.95
"Teremok" is a traditional Russian folk tale,
where a mouse, a frog, a hare, a fox, and a
wolf come to live together, until a bear comes
along.
041814 Три медведя (книжка-панорамка)
£10.95
This pop-up book with an old famous Russian
tale about three bears in the woods will be
fascinating for very young children who just
learn to read Russian. They will find their
favourite characters "alive" on every page of
the book, and this new dimension will make
the whole reading experience more exciting,
turning it into a real theatre!
040911 Три поросенка
£7.90
This book comprises the most famous Russian
folk tales for children to read independently,
including "Tri porosenka" (Three Little Pigs)
and "Prianichnyj domik" (The Gingerbread
House). The book will introduce children to
new characters and help them to improve their
reading skills.
047168 По щучьему велению
£5.90
By the Pike's Wish .
047180 Сестрица Алёнушка и братец
Иванушка
£5.90
Sister Alyonushka and Brother Ivanushka.
045111 Колобок
£7.65
Kolobok (The Little Round Bun). This is a
compilation of Russian folk tales including
Kolobok, Seraya Shejka, Zhuravushka, and
Smorodinka. The book provides big letters
and words with stress marks. Vocabulary and
story lines get more complicated by the end of
the book.
045112 Крошечка-Хаврошечка
£7.65
Kroshechka-Khavroshechka. This is a
compilation of Russian folk tales, including
Masha i medvedi, Lisa i drozd, Liagushkaputeshestvennitsa, and KroshechkaKhavroshechka.
045116 Гуси-лебеди
£7.90
Geese-Swans (Russian folk tale retold by
Alexey Tolstoy).

£18.75

I'm sure you've always had your suspicions.
This sweet but sad tale brings together the
warm memories and gentle touches that
are stored in the memory of grandchildren
everywhere.
041857 Не буду просить прощения Прокофьева, С.
£9.85
The story "I won't apologise" by famous
children's author Sofia Prokofeva will evoke in
children the warmest feelings to the family and
friends, and "Masha's tales" will teach them
how to be polite, kind and patient.
047026 Вредные советы - Остер, Г.
£8.85
"Bad Advice" is a compilation of funny and
unique stories admired both by children and
adults. The characters and storylines are
amusingly intertwined.
047089 Все самые лучшие сказки, повести и
вредные советы - Остер, Г. £27.75
The Best Tales, Stories and Bad Advice.
046082 Английские джентльмены - Дмитриев,
А.
£12.95
The English Gentlemen.

Ages 8-10
047135 Школа ужасов и другие правдивые
истории - Остер, Г.
£21.75
The School of Horrors and Other True Stories.
046159 Звёздная книга - Усачёв, А / Дядина,
Г.
£17.75
The Star Book.
046052 Джентльмены и собаки - Рубина, Д./
Баринский, Р.
£12.95
Gentlemen and Dogs.
041292 Сахарный ребенок - Громова, О
£13.95
Sugar Child. A Story of a Girl from the Last
Century as Told by Stella Nudolskaya.
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045237 Дети ворона - Яковлева, Ю. £19.75
The Raven's Children.
Shura, Tanya and little Bobby live in
Leningrad with their parents, but when their
father, mother and Bobby disappear, it's
rumoured that they have been kidnapped by
the mysterious Black Raven, because their
parents were spies. Tanya and Shura are
determined to find their family...

044291 Уля Ляпина, супердевочка с нашего
двора. Планета лысого брюнета Етоев, А.
£7.90
"The Planet of the Bald Brunette" - the
first story from a cycle of books about the
surprising girl Ulia Liapina. Along with the
heroine, the readers will meet the bald
stranger, and will reveal the secret of the
mysterious planet.
044294 Уля Ляпина, супердевочка с нашего
двора. Полосатая зебра в клеточку Етоев, А.
£7.90
044296 Уля Ляпина против Ляли Хлюпиной Етоев, А.
£14.75

They will cry: "Let's go!" - and set off on a
journey, full of dangers!
040155 Веники еловые, или Приключения
Вани в лаптях и сарафане Матюшкина, Е.
£13.50
The Fir Brooms, or Vania's Adventures in the
Bast Shoes and the Sarafan.
Once upon a time, on a dark night in the
magic forest Baba Yaga began enchanting
- she placed a huge cauldron, mixed all the
herbs and roots, whispered some spells, and...
The entire forest turned upside down! Who is
going to sort this all out now?

Серия "Прикольный
детектив"

Ages 11-14
045241 Жуки не плачут - Яковлева, Ю. £17.75
Beetles Don't Cry.
The book has been included in the long
nominee list of the NOS literary award 2018.
049239 Я не тормоз - Дашевская, Н. £14.75
I'm Not a Slowpoke.
In 2015 this book won an award in Kniguru,
Russia's largest children's literature contest.
It presents a story of 13-year old boy named
Ignat being at odds with the surrounding
world. Normally a person runs so quickly when
running late for a train. But for Ignat it is his
usual speed. Hi likes roller-skating and riding
his scooter most of all, because this way he
can feel the connection with the world much
better. And the world around is so interesting:
the people, the city, music and books...
everything! Ignat has many ideas about the
world but he doesn't like sharing them with
anyone - who can keep up with him?

Having created the series A Funny Detective,
the publishing company "AST" have decided
to compete with the "serious" detectives for
adults. The series is designed for the young
fans of this literary genre, who cannot quite
handle yet Conan Doyle and his deductive
method but can easily find well hidden sweets
without any problems. The main characters of
the books in the series are talking animals and
amusing little fellows - vlipsiki (of the size of a
tree leaf) - who live in trees.
040152 Лесной дозор. Таинственный лес
- Матюшкина, Е. / Хрусталева, Е.
£15.50
The Forest Watch. The Mysterious Wood.
This is a SUPER detective story full of
exciting, mysterious and dangerous
adventures! The wood inhabitants are in great
danger! Something terrible has happened!
Who is going to rescue the residents of the
magical wood? Here comes the brave team
of the Forest Watch: a little mouse Shustrik, a
little dragonfly Zhuzhik, and a frog Grina.
040153 Кот да Винчи. Пираты Кошмарского
моря - Матюшкина, Е.
£15.50
Cat da Vinci. The Pirates of the Koshmarskoye
Sea.
The Animal Town is under pirates' attack! They
have stolen lots of different things but the most
important is - they have captured a poor little
squirrel Briaka! And a dangerous and crafty
criminal - a big mouse Zyza - turns out to be
a pirate too! He sets off to Monkey Island to
become the king of the Triam-Triashki tribe
and seize their treasures.

Foreign popular
fiction
Ages 0-4
045244 Знаешь, как я тебя люблю? Макбратни, С.
£24.75
"Guess How Much I Love You" by Sam
McBratney.
041198 А дома лучше! - Лангройтер, Ю.
£12.95
There's No One I Love Like You.
This heart-warming tale is available now in
Russian translation from German (So lieb hab
ich nur dich). Josie the hare has argued with
her mum again. She's always asking her to
do things, like cleaning and washing so Josie
decides that it would be much better if she
lived with her friends and so she leaves home.
But is this really for the best?
041803 Барашек Рассел - Скоттон, Р. £13.95
Russell the Sheep.

While the pirates' trail is still hot, a brilliant
super-detective Cat da Vinci sets sail to the
Koshmarskoe Sea, full of dangers!
040148 Ларискины и Тайна перевернутой
пирамиды - Матюшкина, Е. £13.50
The Lariskiny and the Mystery of the Upturned
Pyramid.

This is Russell. Sometimes Russell is just a
little bit out of step with the rest of the flock.
All the sheep are falling asleep - except
Russell. What's a sheep to do? Russell tries
everything... until, at last, he falls asleep. Full
of bright and colourful illustrations.
041804 Как божья коровка научилась летать Финн, И.
£13.95
The Very Lazy Ladybird.

If someone needs to be rescued, the Lariskiny
won't question why and won't be stopped
by anything either the giant ants, or the
sphinx mysteries, or even the mummy or the
mysterious shadow won't scare them.

A ladybird Sonya likes to sleep so much that
she doesn't have time for anything else. Sonya
never even learnt how to fly! But one day she
gets tired from sleeping at her usual place,
so she decides to try and sleep somewhere
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else... Follow the adventures of the ladybird
and find out how she has finally learnt to fly!
041189 Однажды мама ругалась - Бауер, Ю.
£13.95
Schreimutter.
The tale of what happened to a little penguin
when its mother got angry!
046283 На снегу и под снегом - Месснер, К.
£13.95
Over and Under the Snow.
Over the snow, the world is hushed and white.
But under the snow is a secret world of
squirrels and snowshoe hares, bears and
bullfrogs, and many other animals who live
through the winter, safe and warm under the
snow.

Ages 5-7
045017 Оливер и Пэтч - Фридман, К. £18.75
Oliver and Patch.
A lost dog called Patch becomes Oliver's
first friend in the big new city. But then Oliver
realises that someone must be looking for
Patch...
040186 Мелки объявили забастовку - Дэйуолт,
Д.
£23.75
The Day the Crayons Quit.
Debut author Drew Daywalt and international
bestseller Oliver Jeffers team up to create
a colourful solution to a crayon-based crisis
in this playful, imaginative story that will
have children laughing and playing with their
crayons in a whole new way.
Poor Duncan just wants to colour in. But when
he opens his box of crayons, he only finds
letters, all saying the same thing: We quit!
Beige is tired of playing second fiddle to
Brown, Blue needs a break from colouring in
all that water, while Pink just wants to be used.
Green has no complaints, but Orange and
Yellow are no longer speaking to each other.
The battle lines have been drawn.
What is Duncan to do?

Серия книг "Эрнест и
Селестина"
Vincent, G

Famous worldwide, this series of beautifully
illustrated books by Belgian artist Gabrielle
Vincent introduce children to the adventures
of a kind and caring bear called Ernest and
his adopted daughter, a small mouse called
Célestine.
042002 Американская тётушка. Эрнест
заболел - Венсан, Г.
£21.75
The American Aunt. Feel better, Ernest!
During Ernest's convalescence, Célestine
does not wish to leave his side. By staying,
Célestine reveals her many talents as nurse,
cook and host proving to all that she has more
than one trick up her sleeve...
042003 Комната Жозефины. Пикник - Венсан,
Г.
£21.75
Josephine's Room. The Picnic.
Aunt Josephine will be arriving in a week.
Ernest and Célestine decide to find a room in
an unoccupied area of the house but they will
have a lot of work to make it comfortable for
her.
Célestine is delighted because tomorrow she
is going on a picnic with Ernest. However,
when the next day arrives, Célestine discovers
it is raining and is disappointed. Ernest, who
is a wizard at expressions, decides to pretend
that it is not raining.

046158 Каждая может быть принцессой Минэ, Б.
£13.95
Every Girl Can Be a Princess.

Серия книг Эрика
Карла
Bestseller!
Carle, E

Eric Carle is a very well-known author whose
books have been read by millions of children in
more than 47 languages. Here you will find some
of his brilliantly illustrated books in Russian.
047183 Грубиянка в крапинку
£23.75
The Grouchy Ladybug.
A grouchy ladybug who is looking for a fight
challenges everyone it meets regardless of
their size or strength. How this bumptious
bug gets its comeuppance and learns the
pleasures to be gained by cheerfulness and
good manners is an amusing lesson in social
behaviour.
047163 От головы до ног
£25.75
From Head to Toe.
’I can do it!’ is the confidence-building
message of this book. As young children
copy the antics of Eric Carle’s animals,
they’ll learn such important skills as careful
listening, focusing attention, and following
instructions. Just as alphabet books introduce
letters and simple words, "From Head to Toe"
introduces the basic body parts and simple
body movements - the ABC’s of dancing,
gymnastics, and other sports activities.

NEW!
041104 Город кротов - Кульманн, Т.
Moletown.

£18.75

Torben Kulhmann's stunningly illustrated,
nearly wordless tale offers a fascinating
window into an imaginary, yet hauntingly
familiar world under our feet, where a
mole suddenly recognises the precarious
balance between progress and preservation.
Kulhmann's open ended text encourages
thoughtful exploration into possible solutions,
and his delightful endpapers depict a montage
of solutions that could very well save the
moles' world and ours.
046172 Волшебная карусель - Вестерлунд, К.
£15.75
The Wonder Carousel.
041823 Путешествия ведьмочки Винни. Пять
волшебных историй в одной книге Валери, Т.
£24.75
The Adventures of Winnie the Witch. Five
Magic Stories in One Book.
045055 Конюшня на Еловой горке. У Ани
появился щенок - Реетта, Н. £15.75
The Stable on the Spruce Hill. Anna Got a
Puppy.

047164 Очень голодная гусеница
The Very Hungry Caterpillar.

£20.75

This all-time favourite not only follows the
very hungry caterpillar as it grows from egg to
cocoon to beautiful butterfly, but also teaches
the days of the week, counting, good nutrition
and more. Striking pictures and cleverly diecut pages offer interactive fun.
047212 Снежный сон
£27.75
Dream Snow.
The book presents the farmer, who lives with
his five animals. And so he doesn’t mix their
names, he calls them One, Two, Three, Four,
Five. And when it’s almost New Year’s time,
the farmer realises that it hasn’t snowed yet.
But how can New Year come when there is no
snow? And no presents? And no celebrations?
And no Father Frost? The book helps children
to learn animals and numbers, by telling
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the story of a wonderful winter miracle that
happens every year in every house in every
family.
047184 Трудный день у паучка
£24.75
The Very Busy Spider.
The spider spins his web, he is very careful
and focused. One by one, the animals try
to distract him - the horse, the cow, the pig,
the cat - but no one succeeds as the spider
is determined to finish his web. Like all the
other books by Eric Carle, this one has its
educational value: children learn what different
animals say and observe how the cobweb
gets bigger and bigger. The young readers will
especially appreciate the fact you can touch
the cobweb in the book. And in summer they
can find out themselves what the real cobweb
looks like.

Bestseller!

Серия книг
Джулии Дональдсон
Donaldson, J

Julia Donaldson is a British writer, playwright,
performer and the 2011-2013 Children’s
Laureate. She is best known for her popular
rhyming stories for children. Here you will find a
selection of her books in Russian, illustrated by
Axel Scheffler, including the famous Gruffalo’s
Child and Stick Man.
041201 Мишка-почтальон
£14.75
Postman Bear. (Tales from Acorn Wood).

041208 Хрюшкины прятки
£14.75
Hide-and-Seek Pig. (Tales from Acorn Wood).
Pig and Hen are playing hide-and-seek. But
where is crafty Hen hiding? Open the flaps of
the books and help Pig to find her.
041212 Крылатая ванна
£15.75
The Flying Bath.
Spread the wings and here we go! The Flying
Bath is coming to help! When everyone has
left and the house is empty, three bath toys
- Turtle, Frog and Duck - fill up the bath and
hurry to help the animals. A kangaroo is very
thirsty, a bumblebee’s flowers have wilted, a
catfish’s pond has dried up, and a baboon is
frightened to see his savannah on fire! The
rescue team have so much to do - so will they
manage to come back home for their most
important mission? With simple rhyming text
the book tells about the importance of water in
life of animals and plants.
041336 Человеткин
£15.75
Stick Man.
Stick Man lives in the family tree with his Stick
Lady and their Stick Children. But the world is
a dangerous place for a stick man!

Little Rabbit wants to sleep so much! But as
soon as she makes herself comfortable, the
noise begins! Open the flaps of the book and
find out what keeps Rabbit from napping...
Can she sleep at last?
041207 Лисьи носки
£14.75
Fox’s Socks. (Tales from Acorn Wood).
Fox is very sad. Both of his socks have
disappeared! Where are they hiding? Turn the
pages of the book, open its flaps, and help
poor Fox find his missing socks.

Tiddler is a little fish who tells the tallest
tales in the ocean. But did he really ride a
seahorse? Did he really meet a mermaid? And
what about the scariest story of them al l- the
one about the fisherman and the net?
041259 Любимая книжка Чарли Кука £16.75
Charlie Cook's Favourite Book.
Charlie Cook is reading a book about a
pirate captain, who is reading a book about
Goldilocks, who is reading about a knight,
who is reading about a frog... From kings
and queens to aliens and ghosts, there's
something for everyone in Charlie's amazing
book of adventure!
041261 Мы ужаснее всех
£15.75
The Ugly Five.
Who's that singing on the savannah? It's the
top-five ugly animals in Africa! The wildebeest,
warthog, vulture, hyena and marabou stork
swagger proudly across the savannah,
rejoicing in their ugliness - and delighting their
babies, who think they're perfect just the way
they are.
041262 Хочу к маме!
£15.75
Monkey Puzzle.

Bear writes 3 letters to his friends... And he
delivers them himself! But what is written
in them? It’s a surprise! Open up the secret
pocket-pages and you’ll find out!
041202 Волшебная кисточка
£15.75
The Magic Paintbrush.
When the greedy Emperor finds out about
Shen’s magical paintbrush he can’t stop
thinking about the gold. However Shen is
adamant only to draw food for the starving and
clothes for the people in need. But how can a
little village girl outwit the imperial power?
041203 Зайка-зевайка
£14.75
Rabbit’s Nap. (Tales from Acorn Wood).

but she's not happy - it's just too small, even
for one. Whatever can she do? The wise old
man knows: bring in a flappy, scratchy, greedy,
noisy crowd of farmyard animals. When she
pushes them all out again, she'll be amazed at
how big her house feels!
041257 Тюлька. Маленькая рыбка и большая
выдумщица
£15.75
Tiddler.

041249 Дочурка Груффало

£20.75

One dark night the Gruffalo's Child disobeys
her father's warnings and ventures out into
the snow. After all, the Big Bad Mouse doesn't
really exist... does he?
041251 Новый наряд великана
£15.75
The Smartest Giant in Town.
George didn't like being the scruffiest giant
in town, so when he sees a new shop selling
clothes for giants, he decides it's time to
update his image. Pleased with his new outfit,
George goes home. But on his way he meets
various animals who need his help... and his
clothes!
041253 Грызун с большой дороги
£15.75
The Highway Rat.
Life is not safe for the other animals, as the
villainous Highway Rat gallops along the
highway, stealing their food.
041254 Суперчервячок
£13.95
Superworm.
Never fear, Superworm is here! He can fish
Spider out of a well and rescue Toad from a
busy road. But who will rescue Superworm
when he is captured by a wicked lizard?
041255 Если в домике тесно
£10.95
A Squash and a Squeeze.
A little old lady lives all by herself in her house

It's not too much fun being lost in the jungle,
and little monkey wants his mummy. Kindly
butterfly is keen to help, but they don't
seem to be having much luck as the wellmeaning butterfly misunderstands monkey's
descriptions and leads him to all sorts of
unsuitable animals! But eventually, they find
... Dad! It's just as well that he knows exactly
where mum is, and she's waiting with a welldeserved cuddle.

041263 Зог
£15.75
Zog is the keenest dragon in school. He's also
the most accident-prone. Luckily, a mysterious
little girl always comes by and patches up his
bumps and bruises. But will she be able to
help him with his toughest test: capturing a
princess?
041264 Зог и перелетные врачи
£15.75
Zog and the Flying Doctors.
Meet the Flying Doctors: Princess Pearl,
Sir Gadabout and, of course, their trusty
'air ambulance', Zog the dragon, as they fly
around the country, tending to a sunburnt
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mermaid, a distressed unicorn, and even a
sneezing lion.
041265 Классный медведь
£15.75
The Everywhere Bear.
The Everywhere Bear has a wonderful time
with the children in Class One, but one day
he gets more than he bargained for when he
falls unnoticed from a backpack and embarks
on his own big adventure! He's washed down
a drain and whooshed out to sea, rescued by
a fishing boat, loaded onto a lorry, carried off
by a seagull...how will he ever make it back to
Class One?
041267 Самая лучшая свадьба
£15.75
The Scarecrow's Wedding.
Two scarecrows, Betty O'Barley and Harry
O'Hay, are planning the perfect wedding. But
wicked scarecrow, Reginald Rake, has other
ideas and almost ruins their special day. Harry
must become a hero before he and Betty can
have the wedding of their dreams.

populated by a sabre-toothed tiger, a leaping
hare, a laughing hyena and even, just maybe,
by a big brown bear. But where are they
going? And what has it to do with the baby's
scribblings on the cave wall?
041277 Тимоти Скотт
£15.75
Tabby McTat.
This is a lyrical touching and funny story about
true friendship. Tabby McTat is a busker's
cat. He loves his life with Fred, singing along
as people throw coins in their hat. Then one
day, Fred has an accident, and the two are
separated. How will they ever find each other
again?
041294 Улитка и кит
£15.75
The Snail and the Whale.
A tiny snail longs to see the world, so she
hitches a lift on the tail of a humpback whale.
But when the whale gets beached, how will
the snail save him?
041318 Бумажные куклы
£13.95
The Paper Dolls.
The breathtakingly beautiful story of one little
girl and her five paper dolls. They were Ticky
and Tacky and Jackie the Backie and Jim with
two noses and Jo with the bow.
041320 Зайчик-сочиняйчик
£8.85
The Rhyming Rabbit.

041271 Джек и дерево Флумбрикос
Jack And The Flumflum Tree.

£13.95

Jack's Granny is sick with a bad case of the
moozles! And the only cure is the fruit of the
fantastic flumflum tree which grows on the
faraway Isle of Blowyernose. It's a perilous
journey, but Jack bravely sets sail, with a
motley crew of only three.
041272 Находчивая Нелли
£15.75
The Detective Dog.
Peter's dog Nell has an amazing sense
of smell, her ever-sniffing nose is always
hard at work. But Nell has other talents
too. Every Monday she goes to school with
Peter and listens to children read. So who
better to have on hand when they arrive one
morning to discover that the school's books
have all disappeared! Who took them and
why? There's only one dog for the job... and
Detective Dog Nell is ready to sniff out the
culprit!
041275 Огромный прыгуар
£15.75
The Giant Jumperee.
When Rabbit's friends Cat, Bear and Elephant
come to help they are each scared away in
turn by the mysterious voice. He can squash
you like a flee. He will sting you like a bee.
And he's taller than a tree! But who is the
Giant Jumperee?
041276 Пещерный малыш
£14.75
Cave Baby.
A hairy mammoth takes a cheeky little baby
on a thrilling ride through a moonlit landscape

Poor old Rhyming Rabbit is feeling lonely and
left out. None of his fellow rabbits appreciate
his carefully thought-out poems. And as for
the other woodland animals? They just tell him
to be quiet. Then one starry night he meets
someone who shares his enthusiasm for
poetry.
041337 Верхом на помеле
£15.75
Room on the Broom.
This is one of Julia Donaldson’s most popular
children’s books. How many passengers will
one broomstick take? And what about the
dragon who fancies witch and chips for tea?
045873 Груффало
£13.95
The fantastic story of The Gruffalo in Russian.
Walk further into the deep dark wood, and
discover what happens when the quickthinking mouse comes face to face with an
owl, a snake and a hungry gruffalo...

activities in Russian, including: colouring,
games, spot the difference, recipes, deep
dark wood decorations, a Gruffalo Snap card
game, a monster-sized sticker scene - and
much more!

Серия книг "Про
Лисёнка"
Motshiunig, U

This is a fascinating series about the
adventures of a little fox (Lisenok) written by
Ulrike Motshiunig. In 2011 the book "Kak Lisenok
schastje iskal" was awarded the Favourite Book
prize in Austria. The series is popular with young
readers in most European countries, and now
has been published in Russian for the first time,
translated by D. Nalepina.
041810 С днём рождения, Лисёнок!
£13.95
Viel Gluck Zum Geburtstag, Kleiner Fuchs!
Happy Birthday, Little Fox!
041812 Как Лисёнок встречал Новый год
£13.95
Wie Der Kleine Fuchs Das Christkind Sucht.
How Little Fox Celebrated New Year.
041813 Как Лисёнок счастье искал
Gluck Gesucht!

£13.95

How Little Fox Was Looking for Happiness.
041817 Мой лучший друг - это ты, Лисёнок!
£13.95
Mein liebster Freund bist du, kleiner Fuchs!
You Are My Best Friend, Little Fox!
041818 Сладких снов, Лисёнок!
Traum was Schones, kleiner Fuchs!

£16.75

Sweet Dreams, Little Fox!
041843 Раз, два, три - страх, уходи!
Eins, Zwei, Drei, Angst Vorbei!

£13.95

One, Two, Three - Fear Disappear!

041820 О приключениях маленького Лисёнка.
Комплект из 3-х книг
£30.50
This is a set of 3 books, including:

041266 Груффало. Игры, наклейки, раскраски
£14.75
"The Gruffalo Sticker Activity Book" is a
bumper activity book based on the bestselling
story by Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler.
It is a compilation of favourite and brand new

1) Moj luchshij drug - eto ty, Lisenok!; 2)
Sladkikh snov, Lisenok! 3) Kak Lisenok
vstrechal Novyj god.
041868 Лисёнок - истории и приключения.
Комплект из 5-ти книг
£55.00
This set consists of 5 books, including:
1) Kak Lisenok vstrechal Novyj god; 2) Kak
Lisenok schastje iskal; 3) S dnem rozhdeniya,
Lisenok!; 4) Mama, chto takoe liubov?; 5) Raz,
dva, tri - strakh, ukhodi!
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Ages 8-10, 11-14

Ages 11-14

Книги по зарубежным
мультфильмам и
фильмам
This series presents children's books based
on animated films or novelizations of these
films translated into Russian.
041856 Фердинанд
£15.75
The Story of Ferdinand - Leaf, M.

046157 Маленький герцог Ришар
Бесстрашный - Янг, Ш.
£16.75
The Young Duke, or, Richard the Fearless.
041191 Лэд - Терхэн, А.
£9.85
Lad: A Dog.
The story recounts the heroic and adventurous
life of a thoroughbred collie that was
particularly devoted to his owners.

Meet Ferdinand, the world's most peaceful
and beloved little bull. While all of the other
bulls snort, leap, and fight in bullfights,
Ferdinand is happy to just sit and smell the
flowers under his favourite cork tree. The
simple storytelling by American author Munro
Leaf and beautiful pen-and-ink drawings by
Robert Lawson make the story a true classic.
The book has been translated in 60
languages, including Russian.
041870 История отважного медвежонка
£14.75
Paddington 2: The Story of the Movie - Wilson,
A.
042114 Тачки 3. Всегда первый
£11.75
Cars 3. Junior Novelization - Francis, S.
042118 Кристофер Робин
£12.95
Christopher Robin - Rudnick, E.
045423 Аладдин
£11.95
Aladdin - Rudnick, E.
042127 Красавица и Чудовище. Сила любви
£12.95
Beauty and the Beast - Rudnick, E.
042132 Красавица и Чудовище.
Заколдованная книга
£12.95
Beauty and the Beast. Lost in a Book Donnelly, J.
042129 Пираты Карибского моря. Мертвецы
не рассказывают сказки
£12.95
Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Men Tell No
Tales - Rudnick, E.
045418 Книга джунглей. История Маугли
£11.95
The Jungle Book: Mowgli's Story.
045419 Легенда о Тарзане £13.95
This book comprises 3 novels, including
"Tarzan of the Apes", "The Return of Tarzan"
and "The Beasts of Tarzan". Experience the
legend of Tarzan in this thrilling adventure
from Edgar Rice Burroughs!

NEW!

043054 Скеллиг - Алмонд, Д.
Skellig.

Heffley how he spent his summer vacation,
because he definitely doesn't want to talk
about it. As Greg enters the new school
year, he's eager to put the past three months
behind him... and one event in particular.
Unfortunately for Greg, his older brother,
Rodrick, knows all about the incident Greg
wants to keep under wraps. But secrets have
a way of getting out... especially when a diary
is involved.
042126 Дневник слабака. Последняя капля
(Книга 3)
£13.50
The Diary of a Wimpy Kid. The Last Straw
(Book 3). Let's face it: Greg Heffley will never
change his wimpy ways. Somebody just
needs to explain that to Greg's father... You
see, Frank Heffley actually thinks he can
get his son to toughen up, and he enlists
Greg in organised sports and other "manly"
endeavours. Of course, Greg is able to easily
sidestep his father's efforts to change him.
But when Greg's dad threatens to send him
to military academy, Greg realises he has to
shape up... or get shipped out.

£12.95

Unhappy about his baby sister's illness and
the chaos of moving into a dilapidated old
house, Michael retreats to the garage and
finds a mysterious stranger who is something
like a bird and something like an angel...
045051 Мальчик в полосатой пижаме - Бойн,
Д.
£13.95
The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas.
When Bruno returns home from school
one day, he discovers that his belongings
are being packed in crates. His father has
received a promotion and the family must
move from their home to a new house far far
away, where there is no one to play with and
nothing to do...

Bestseller!

Серия книг
"Дневник Слабака"
Kinney, J

Diary of a Wimpy Kid is a series of fiction books
written by the American author and cartoonist
Jeff Kinney. All the books are the journals of the
main character, Greg Heffley. Befitting a child’s
diary, the books are filled with hand-written notes
and simple drawings of Greg’s daily adventures.
042121 Дневник слабака
£12.50
The Diary of a Wimpy Kid. It's a new school
year, and Greg Heffley finds himself thrust into
middle school, where undersized weaklings
share the hallways with kids who are taller,
meaner, and already shaving. The hazards of
growing up before you're ready are uniquely
revealed through words and drawings as Greg
records them in his diary.
042122 Дневник слабака. Родрик рулит
(Книга 2)
£12.50
The Diary of a Wimpy Kid. Rodrick Rules
(Book 2). Whatever you do, don't ask Greg

042130 Дневник слабака. Собачья жизнь
(Книга 4)
£11.50
The Diary of a Wimpy Kid. Dog Days (Book
4). It's summer vacation, the weather's great,
and all the kids are having fun outside. So
where's Greg Heffley? Inside his house,
playing video games with the shades drawn.
Greg, a self-confessed "indoor person", is
living out his ultimate summer fantasy: no
responsibilities and no rules. But Greg's mum
has a different vision for an ideal summer...
one packed with outdoor activities and "family
togetherness". Whose vision will win out?
Or will a new addition to the Heffley family
change everything?
042131 Дневник слабака. Неприглядная
правда (Книга 5)
£13.50
The Diary of a Wimpy Kid. The Ugly Truth
(Book 5). Greg Heffley has always been in a
hurry to grow up. But is getting older really
all it's cracked up to be? Greg suddenly finds
himself dealing with the pressures of boy-girl
parties, increased responsibilities, and even
the awkward changes that come with getting
older - all without his best friend, Rowley, at
his side. Can Greg make it through on his
own? Or will he have to face the "ugly truth"?
042133 Дневник слабака. Предпраздничная
лихорадка (Книга 6)
£12.50
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The Diary of a Wimpy Kid. Cabin Fever (Book
6). Greg Heffley is in big trouble. School
property has been damaged, and Greg is the
prime suspect. But the crazy thing is, he's
innocent. Or at least sort of. The authorities
are closing in, but when a surprise blizzard
hits, the Heffley family is trapped indoors.
Greg knows that when the snow melts he's
going to have to face the music, but could any
punishment be worse than being stuck inside
with your family for the holidays?
042134 Дневник слабака. Третий лишний
(Книга 7)
£11.50
The Diary of a Wimpy Kid. The Third Wheel
(Book 7). Love is in the air - but what does
that mean for Greg Heffley? A Valentine's Day
dance at Greg's middle school has turned
his world upside down. As Greg scrambles to
find a date, he's worried he'll be left out in the
cold on the big night. His best friend, Rowley,
doesn't have any prospects either, but that's
a small consolation. An unexpected twist
gives Greg a partner for the dance and leaves
Rowley the odd man out. But a lot can happen
in one night, and in the end, you never know
who's going to be lucky in love.
042135 Дневник слабака. Полоса невезения
(Книга 8)
£11.50
The Diary of a Wimpy Kid. Hard Luck (Book
8). Greg Heffley's on a losing streak. His best
friend, Rowley Jefferson, has ditched him, and
finding new friends in middle school is proving
to be a tough task. To change his fortunes,
Greg decides to take a leap of faith and turn
his decisions over to chance. Will a roll of
the dice turn things around, or is Greg's life
destined to be just another hard-luck story?
042137 Дневник слабака. Долгая дорога
(Книга 9)
£13.50
The Diary of a Wimpy Kid. The Long Haul
(Book 9). A family road trip is supposed to
be a lot of fun... unless, of course, you're the
Heffleys. The journey starts off full of promise,
then quickly takes several wrong turns. Gas
station bathrooms, crazed seagulls, a fender
bender, and a runaway pig - not exactly Greg
Heffley's idea of a good time. But even the
worst road trip can turn into an adventure and this is one the Heffley won't soon forget.
042138 Дневник слабака. Как в старые
добрые времена (Книга 10) £13.50
The Diary of a Wimpy Kid. Old School (Book
10). Life was better in the old days. Or was it?
That's the question Greg Heffley is asking
as his town voluntarily unplugs and goes
electronics-free. But modern life has its
conveniences, and Greg isn't cut out for an
old-fashioned world.

NEW!

Classics and
modern classics
Ages 0-4
047835 Азбука - Козлов, С.
£15.75
The Russian alphabet in verse for children
of preschool age by the famous Russian
children's writer and poet Sergey Kozlov.
042532 Рабочая азбука - Бродский, И. £15.75
The Nobel Prize Laureate and one of the
greatest Russian poets of the 20th century
Joseph Brodsky wrote a poem “Working ABC”
when he was just over 20 years old. Like
his many other poems, it teaches children
to appreciate life and enjoy the simplest
everyday things.
041809 Айболит - Чуковский, К.
£7.90
The book includes such famous Russian
tales as "Ajbolit" and "Barmalej" as well as
various wonderful verses written by a very
talented Russian poet and children's story
writer Chukovskij Kornei Ivanovich. A few
generations of people have been brought up
with his stories, and it is almost impossible
to think about childhood without Chukovskij's
light and hilarious rhymes that will certainly be
remembered for years to come.

041865 Муха-Цокотуха - Чуковский, К. £5.90
Buzzy-Wuzzy Busy Fly.
This is one of the most popular Chukovskij's
poems. It tells about a fly who throws a party
for her friends and then gets kidnapped by a
spider. But she gets rescued by a brave little
mosquito at the end.
046636 Айболит. Стихи и сказки. Аудиокнига Чуковский, К.£9.60+
This audio book is a compilation of popular
tales and funny rhymes by K. Chukovskij.
it includes Ajbolit; Barmalej; Elka; Zagadki
i otgadki; Zakaljaka; Kotausi i Mausi;
Kradenoe Solntse; Krokodil; Mojdodyr;
Mukha Tsokatukha; Putanitsa; Skrjuchennaja
pesnja; Tarakanische; Telefon; Toptygin i
Luna; Fedorino gore; Chudo-derevo; Chto
sdelala Mura, kogda ej prochli skazku "Chudoderevo". Playing time: 1 hour 39 minutes.
042506 Сказки в стихах - Чуковский, К. £12.95
Tales in Rhymes by Korney Chukovskij. "The
World Classics for Children" series.
042543 Сказки К. Чуковского в рисунках
В.Сутеева - Чуковский, К.
£13.95

This is a compilation of all the fairy-tales
by Chukovskij that have been illustrated by
Vladimir Suteev.
041811 Тараканище. Книжка-панорамка Чуковский, К.
£10.95
This is a famous Chukovskij's tale in verse
about a huge and intimidating cockroach. It
is a pop-up book which will be fascinating
for very young children who just learn to
read Russian. They will find their favourite
characters "alive" on every page of the book,
and this new dimension will make the whole
reading experience more exciting, turning it
into a real theatre!

041852 Вакса-Клякса - Маршак, С.
£11.95
"Vaksa-Kliaksa" is a popular story by Samuel
Marshak, one of the most famous Russian
children's poets.
041851 Детям - Маршак, С.
£24.75
For Children.
This book is a compilation of popular tales and
funny rhymes by S. Marshak. All the stories
are presented with the illustrations by Vladimir
Konashevich.
041841 Вакса-Клякса. Стихи и сказкиМаршак, С.
£15.75
This book is a compilation of popular tales
and funny rhymes by S. Marshak. It includes:
Koshkin Dom (The Cat's House), VaksaKliaksa, Vot kakoj rasseiannyj (What an
Absent-Minded Guy).
048408 Мяу - Введенский, А.
£19.75
Miaow!
The story of a little homeless, orphan cat
who is very hungry and gets chased by a big,
black, fluffy fiend. All is not lost, Mokhnataya
Nozhka is saved by a little girl and boy.
041346 Родничок. Книга для чтения в детском
саду. 3-4 года. Младшая группа
£12.95
A Little Stream. A Book for Reading in a
Kindergarten (for the junior group 3-4 years).
The book includes favourite children's tales
and folk tales, poems, and stories about
animals by beloved children's writers and
poets, such as A. Barto, S. Marshak, V.
Berestov, V. Bianki and others.
043802 Первые книжки для малышей.
Комплект из 10-ти книг
£13.95
The First Books for Children. A Set of 10
Books. The set includes 10 books by various
authors including M. Prishvin, A. Usachev, L.
Petrushevskaya, A.A. Milne, B. Zakhoder, A.
Lindgren, and Donald Bisset.
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Книжки с
суперзакладками
(книжки-игрушки)

Saltan, of His Son the Renowned and Mighty
Bogatyr Prince Gvidon Saltanovich, and of the
Beautiful Princess-Swan" and "The Tale of the
Dead Princess and the Seven Knights".

The series of toy-books with big tabs help
to improve babies' and toddlers' attention and
memory as well as develop their fine motor skills.
The design of the books will turn reading into an
entertaining game!
041855 Детки в клетке (Маршак, С.) £11.95
Babies of the Zoo.
A toy-book with big tabs about the animals in
a zoo. It's a classic children's story by Samuel
Marshak, one of the most famous Russian
children's poets.
041871 Кошкин дом
£10.95
The Cat's House.
This is a children's favourite Russian folk
tale about a diva cat who invites friends
to her beautiful house which catches fire
later...
041725 Котята (Михалков, С.)
£12.95
Kittens.
041731 Кораблик (Сутеев, В.)
£10.95
The Little Ship.
041732 Мы едем, едем, едем... (Михалков,
С.)
£12.95
We Are Going Going Going...
041733 Крокодил Гена и его друзья
(Успенский, Э.)
£12.95
Gena the Crocodile and His Friends.
041734 Считалочки (Маршак, С.)
£12.95
Counting Rhymes.
041735 Игрушки (Барто, А.)
£13.95
Toys.
041736 Котенька-коток
£12.95
Pussy-Cat.
Russian folk songs for children.

Bestseller!

Ages 5-7
046633 Веселые сказки и стихи. Аудиокнига Маршак, С.
£17.95+
This audio book is a compilation of popular
tales and funny rhymes by Samuel Marshak,
narrated by the author himself as well as by
famous Russian N. Litvinov, Z. Bokareva, L.
Portnoy and others.
041867 Сказки - Пушкин, А.
£17.75
Fairy tales in verse by Alexander Pushkin.
The compilation includes "The Tale of Tsar

041345 Родничок. Книга для чтения в детском
саду. 6-7 лет. Подготовительная
группа
£12.95
A Little Stream. A Book for Reading in a
Kindergarten (for the preparatory group 6-7
years).

Ages 8-10

NEW!
041858 Сказка о рыбаке и рыбке - Пушкин,
А.
£8.85
"The Tale of the Fisherman and the Fish" by A.
Pushkin is about a fisherman who manages to
catch a "Golden Fish" which promises to fulfil
any wish of his in exchange for its freedom.
043783 Золотые сказки - Пушкин, А. £14.75
The Golden Tales by A. Pushkin.
041723 Конёк-горбунок - Ершов, П.
£7.90
The Little Humpbacked Horse.
This is a famous fairy-tale poem by Petr
Ershov which he wrote at the age of 19. It
tells about a magic little horse who helps
Ivanushka, a peasant's son, to carry out all
the unreasonable demands of the foolish tsar.
Written over 150 years ago, it remains one of
the most favourite tales where the tsar, the
boyars, the merchants, and all the oppressors
of common people are cleverly mad fun of,
whilst Ivanushka is supported by goodness
and justice.
047866 Рассказы для детей - Зощенко, М.
£11.95
Stories for Children.
041353 Рассказы и сказки для детей Толстой, Л.		
£19.75
Stories and Tales for Children.
041864 Крокодил Гена и его друзья Успенский, Э.
£13.95
"Gena the Crocodile and His Friends" is
the most famous children's story by Eduard
Uspensky and one of the best stories about
friendship. The 50-year-old Gena, a friendly
crocodile, works in a zoo as an attraction.
He also plays the garmon and likes to sing.
Once Gena meets Cheburashka, and even
though completely different animals, they
become best friends and they build a House of
Friendship.
041531 Крокодил Гена и его друзья Успенский, Э.
£13.95
Gena the Crocodile and His Friends.
041347 Родничок. Книга для чтения в детском
саду. 5-6 лет. Старшая группа £12.95
A Little Stream. A Book for Reading in a
Kindergarten (for the senior group 5-6 years).

048460 Бежин луг и другие рассказы Тургенев, И.
£5.90
Bezhin Meadow and Other Stories by Ivan
Turgenev.
048461 Рассказы о природе
£7.90
The Stories about Nature by K. Paustovsky, V.
Bianki, G. Skrebitsky, and K. Ushinsky.
048464 Лисичкин хлеб - Пришвин, М. £5.90
The Fox's Bread. Stories. This is a collection
of short stories by Mikhail Prishvin for children
over 6 years old.
041209 Воробьишко - Горький, М.
£9.85
A Little Sparrow.
042501 Живая шляпа - Носов, Н.
£9.85
A Live Hat tells the story of a cat called Vaska
and his two friends Vovka and Vadik. One day
they were painting pictures, when suddenly
they heard a strange sound... A hat started
moving across the floor by itself..!

047139 Большая книга рассказов Драгунский, В.
£20.75
A Big Book of Stories.
356846 Мангуста - Житков, Б.
£6.70
The Mongoose.

Ages 11-14
047081 Муму - Тургенев, И.
Mumu.

£9.85

The story of Gerasim, a deaf and mute serf
whose life of poverty is brought into sharp
relief by his connection with Mumu, a dog he
rescued, brought greater national attention to
the cruelties of serfdom, and received praise
for its brutal portrayal of this institution in
Russian society.
040493 Руслан и Людмила - Пушкин, А.£10.95
Ruslan and Lyudmila.
Spirited away by the evil sorcerer Chernomor,
Lyudmila awaits rescue by her beloved
Ruslan. Before he can secure her release,
however, the gallant Ruslan must first endure
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all the trials and tribulations that a malevolent
world can throw at him. Full of daring
adventure, and peopled with an extraordinary
collection of magical and monstrous
characters, the resulting epic is a brilliantly
ironic retelling of the medieval fairy-tale world
of evil sorcerers, chivalrous knights, and
damsels in distress.

search of a home.
043787 Гадкий утенок - Андерсен, Х. £16.75
The classic tale of the Ugly Duckling. Poor
little duckling! All the other birds and animals
are so mean to him because of how he looks.
He goes away and is very lonely. But one day
they will all be in for a big surprise!

Серия книг "Сказки
Беатрис Поттер"
Potter, B

044707 Каштанка - Чехов, А.
£9.85
"Kashtanka" is a heart-warming short
story about a dog which is an enchanting
introduction to the work of one of the world's
foremost authors.
047088 Приготовишка - Тэффи, Н.
£6.90
A Preppie.
047105 Дети динозавров - Булычёв, К.
£12.95
The Dinosaurs' Children.
045086 Повести для мальчишек и девчонок Алексин, А.
£7.90
Stories for Boys and Girls.
"Sasha i Shura", "Vsyo nachalos' s
velosipeda", "Signal'shchiki i gornisty" - Three
stories by Anatolii Aleksin about the fates
of ordinary girls and boys. They play, travel,
make friends, argue... and find themselves in
situations, which seem to be 'adult' problems
and help them see the people around them in
different ways. Without these problems, such
adventures would not exist!
045197 Недоросль. Бригадир - Фонвизин,
Н.
£8.85
The Minor. The Brigadier-General.

Enjoy our selection of titles from the world
famous children's author, Beatrix Potter,
translated into Russian.
046142 Кролик Питер и его друзья
£13.95
The Tale of Peter Rabbit. The book also
includes The Tale of Benjamin Bunny, The
Tale of Flopsy Bunnies, The Tale of Mr Jeremy
Fisher, The Tale of Mrs Tittlemouse, The Tale
of Mrs Tiggy-Winkle, The Tale of Tom Kitten.
The Tale of Jemima Puddle-Duck, The Tale of
Johnny Town-mouse.
046143 Мышонок Джонни и его друзья £7.90
This book contains the Tales of Johnny Townmouse, Benjamin Bunny and Mr Jeremy
Fisher.
046144 История о бельчонке Орешкинсе
£15.75
The Tale of Squirrel Nutkin.
046147 Мышкин дом
£12.95
The book includes The Tale of Johnny TownMouse and The Tale of Mrs. Tittlemouse.
046162 Все о колике Питере
£20.75
"All about Peter Rabbit", this book includes
The Tale of Peter Rabbit, The Tale of Squirrel
Nutkin, The Tailor of Gloucester, The Tale of
Benjamin Bunny, The Tale of Two Bad Mice,
The Tale of Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle, The Tale of the
Pie and the Patty-Pan, The Tale of Mr Jeremy
Fisher, The Story of A Fierce Bad Rabbit,
The Story of Miss Moppet, The Tale of Tom
Kitten, The Tale of Jemima Puddle-Duck,
The Tale of Samuel Whiskers or, The RolyPoly Pudding, The Tale of Flopsy Bunnies,
The Tale of Ginger and Pickles, The Tale of
Mrs Tittlemouse, The Tale of Timmy Tiptoes,

Foreign classics &
modern classics

The Tale of Mr Willis, The Tale of Pigling
Bland, The Tale of Johnny Town-Mouse.
046168 Ухти-тухти
£10.95
The Tale of Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle.

Ages 5-7
043099 Винни-Пух и все-все-все - Милн, А.
£19.75
Two stories about the amusing bear VinniPukh (Winnie the Pooh), his friends and their
adventures in the mysterious Enchanted
Forest. Originally written in English by A A
Milne and translated here by Boris Zakhoder.
041815 Медвежонок по имени Паддингтон Бонд, М.
£7.90
"A Bear Called Paddington" is a famous novel
by Michael Bond about the adventures of a
young Peruvian bear, who travels to London in

Серия книг "Элмер,
слон в клеточку"
McKee, D

This series of beautifully illustrated books
tells the story of Elmer the Patchwork Elephant
and his friends. Written by David McKee,
these amusing stories are loved by children
everywhere.
042507 Элмер
£14.75
Elmer is a beautiful, colourful and cheerful
elephant who is always optimistic. The
book covers themes relating to the issues
surrounding diversity as Elmer learns the
importance of individuality as he tries to
change his appearance and blend in with the
other elephants.

042530 День Элмера
Elmer's Day.

£9.85

Elmer has a busy day ahead of him. He likes
to have fun squirting himself with water and
playing with his friends. He often stops for
a chat, and when he is hungry he stops for
lunch - some fresh juicy grass. At night Elmer
likes to count stars, but he never gets very far
before falling fast asleep! The bold colours
and simple rhyming story will enchant very
young children, who will love learning the lines
by heart.
042542 Друзья Элмера
£11.95
Elmer and His Friends.
The enduringly popular, lovable character
Elmer in this edition meets his friends, each of
them different and special.
042538 Элмер и Уилбур
£13.95
Elmer and Wilbur.
Elmer has a cousin called Wilbur, who is also
a patchwork elephant. Wilbur is a prankster,
like his cousin, but he has one special talent:
Wilbur is a ventriloquist. Who's playing the
practical joke this time, Wilbur or Elmer?
042509 Элмер и бегемоты
£14.75
Elmer and the Hippos.
The elephants are not very happy. The hippos
have come to live in their river because
their own has dried up. When the elephants
complain to Elmer that the river is overcrowded, Elmer sets off to see what he can
do. He soon discovers that the problem can
easily be solved but only if the hippos and the
elephants work together!
042520 Элмер и Дед Мороз
£8.85
Elmer and Santa Claus.
It is a New Year's time, and elephants are
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looking forward to a visit from Santa Claus.
They arrange a New Year's adventure! But for
this, they must carefully hide.
042519 Элмер и незнакомец (с наклейками)
£13.95
Elmer and the Stranger.
Is there a difference between a bounce and
a jump? Kangaroo thinks there is, and he is
very concerned he is going to look silly in the
upcoming jumping competition, until Elmer
helps him discover that the one will do just
as well as the other. The book comes with 8
colourful stickers.
042540 Элмер и пропавший мишка £13.95
Elmer and the Lost Teddy.
Baby Elephant can't sleep because he has
lost his teddy, so Elmer sets off to look for it.
Eventually Elmer hears a voice shouting 'Help!
I'm lost!' Can Baby Elephant's teddy talk, or is
Wilbur playing a trick on Elmer, as usual?
042525 Элмер на ходулях (с наклейками)
£16.75
Elmer on Stilts.
The hunters are coming and all the elephants
are worried. Elmer comes up with a plan to
outwit the hunters but things don't turn out
quite as planned... The book comes with 7
colourful stickers.
042516 Элмер в снегу
£8.85
Elmer in the Snow.
At the first hint of chill in the air, Elmer's friends
start complaining about the cold, so Elmer
decides to show them what cold weather
is really like. They set off for a walk up a
mountain, and the higher they go the colder it
gets. The elephants agree that compared with
the freezing mountain top, their home is not
really that cold at all.
042541 Особенный день Элмера
£16.75
Elmer's Special Day.
It's almost Elmer's Day again and the
elephants have begun their preparations. But
in all the excitement they are making an awful
lot of noise and upsetting the other animals.
Elmer changes the rules, and invites every
single animal to join in the parade, but they
have a surprise in store for Elmer...
042534 Погода Элмера
£11.95
Elmer's Weather.
Whatever the weather, come rain or shine,
Elmer still finds a way to have fun!

042535 Снова Элмер
Elmer Again.

£13.95

Elmer is bored right now. Only a good joke

will save the day, and Elmer has one up his
trunk that's sure to please his many fans. This
comical story is a celebration of individuality
and imagination.
042526 Цвета Элмера
£9.85
Elmer's Colours.
Elmer the elephant is bright-coloured
patchwork all over. Who could be a gentler
and friendlier teacher than Elmer? This is
a simple and sweet way for the youngest
readers to choose their favourite colours.

the middle of the night by the Bloodbottler, or
any of the other giants - rather than the BFG
- she would have soon become breakfast.
When Sophie hears that the giants are flushbunking off to England to swollomp a few nice
little chiddlers, she decides she must stop
them once and for all. And the BFG is going to
help her!

Ages 8-10
040220 Все о Мэри Поппинс - Трэверс, П.
£21.75
This book contains 6 different stories featuring
everyone's favourite nanny, including "Mary
Poppins', 'Mary Poppins Returns', 'Mary
Poppins Opens the Door', 'Happy Birthday,
Mary Poppins', 'Mary Poppins in Cherry Lane',
'Mary Poppins and the House Next Door'.
It also includes a short encyclopedia: 'Mary
Poppins from A to Z' and 'Mary Poppins in the
Kitchen'.

Серия книг
Роальда Даля

Bestseller!

Dahl, R

Roald Dahl was a British novelist, short story
writer, poet, fighter pilot and screenwriter. Born
in Wales to Norwegian parents, he served in
the Royal Air Force during World War II. He
rose to prominence in the 1940s with works for
both children and adults and became one of the
world’s best-selling authors. Below you will find
our selection of Roald Dahl's stories in Russian.
040471 Мальчик. Рассказы о детстве £17.75
Boy: Tales of Childhood.
In "Boy", R. Dahl recounts his days as a child
growing up in England. From his years as a
prankster at boarding school to his envious
position as a chocolate tester for Cadbury's,
his boyhood was as full of excitement and the
unexpected as are his world-famous, bestselling books. Packed with anecdotes - some
funny, some painful, all interesting - this is a
book that's sure to please.
040476 Большой и добрый великан £18.75
The Big Friendly Giant.
The BFG is no ordinary bone-crunching giant.
He is far too nice and jumbly. It's lucky for
Sophie that he is. Had she been carried off in

040473 Чарли и шоколадная фабрика £20.75
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory.
Willy Wonka's famous chocolate factory is
opening at last! But only 5 lucky children
will be allowed inside. And the winners are:
Augustus Gloop, an enormous boy whose
hobby is eating; Veruca Salt, a spoiled-rotten
brat whose parents are wrapped around her
little finger; Violet Beauregarde, a dim-witted
gum-chewer with the fastest jaws around;
Mike Teavee, a toy pistol-toting gangster-intraining who is obsessed with television; and
Charlie Bucket, Our Hero, a boy who is honest
and kind, brave and true, and good and ready
for the wildest time of his life!
043117 Чарли и большой стеклянный лифт
£17.75
Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator.
Charlie Bucket is back for another adventure.
When the giant elevator picks up speed,
Charlie, Willy Wonka, and the gang are sent
hurtling through space and time. Visiting the
world' first space hotel, battling the dreaded
Vermicious Knids, and saving the world
are only a few stops along this remarkable,
intergalactic joyride.
040482 Ахап Ереч
£15.75
Esio Trot.
Mr. Hoppy is in love with his neighbour, Mrs.
Silver; but she is in love with someone else
- Alfie, her pet tortoise. With all her attention
focused on Alfie, Mrs. Silver doesn't even
know Mr. Hoppy is alive. And Mr. Hoppy is too
shy to even ask Mrs. Silver over for tea. Then
one day Mr. Hoppy comes up with a brilliant
idea to get Mrs. Silver's attention. If Mr.
Hoppy's plan works, Mrs. Silver will certainly
fall in love with him. After all, everyone knows
the way to a woman's heart is through her
tortoise.
040484 Данни, чемпион мира
£17.75
Danny, the Champion of the World.
Danny's life seems perfect: his home is
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a gypsy caravan, he is the youngest car
mechanic around, and his best friend is
his dad, who never runs out of wonderful
stories to tell. And when Danny discovers his
father's secret, he is off on the adventure of a
lifetime.
040469 Джеймс и чудо-персик
£13.95
James and the Giant Peach.
Young James Henry Trotter loses his parents
and is forced to live with his evil aunts.
Luckily, he is given magic crystals, which he
accidentally spills on his aunts' decrepit peach
tree. One of the peaches begins to grow, and
grow, and grow. Finally, James climbs into the
peach and it rolls away from his aunts' yard
and his miserably lonely life. With the giant
peach, he begins a new life, making friends
along the way with hilarious characters like the
Grasshopper and the Earthworm.
040445 Изумительный мистер Лис
£15.75
Fantastic Mr Fox.
Someone's been stealing from the three
meanest farmers around, and they know the
identity of the thief - it's Fantastic Mr. Fox!
Working alone they could never catch him; but
now fat Boggis, squat Bunce, and skinny Bean
have joined forces, and they have Mr. Fox and
his family surrounded. What they don't know is
that they're not dealing with just any fox - Mr.
Fox would rather die than surrender. Only the
most fantastic plan can save him now.

ugliest people in the world. They hate
everything - except playing mean jokes on
each other, catching innocent birds to put
in their Bird Pies, and making their caged
monkeys, the Muggle-Wumps, stand on their
heads all day. But the Muggle-Wumps have
had enough. They don't just want out, they
want revenge.
040474 Ведьмы
£15.75
The Witches.
This is not a fairy tale. This is about real
witches. Grandmamma loves to tell about
witches. Real witches are the most dangerous
of all living creatures on earth. There's
nothing they hate so much as children, and
they work all kinds of terrifying spells to get
rid of them. Her grandson listens closely to
Grandmamma's stories - but nothing can
prepare him for the day he comes face-to-face
with The Grand High Witch herself!
040485 Волшебное лекарство Джорджа
£12.95
George's Marvellous Medicine.
George is alone in the house with Grandma.
The most horrid, grizzly old grunion of
a grandma ever. She needs something
stronger than her usual medicine to cure her
grouchiness. A special grandma medicine,
a remedy for everything. And George knows
just what to put into it. Grandma's in for the
surprise of her life - and so is George, when
he sees the results of his mixture!
040470 Волшебный палец
£15.75
The Magic Finger.
An eight-year-old girl has an incredible gift:
whenever she gets angry, the little girl's Magic
Finger takes over... As a result, she is able
to turn people into animals! The same thing
happens to her neighbours, the Gregg family.
She doesn't agree with them hunting, so she
points her Magic Finger at them and turns
them all into birds!
040488 Жираффа, и Пелли, и я
£11.95
The Giraffe and the Pelly and Me.

040330 Огромный крокодил
£19.75
The Enormous Crocodile is a horrid greedy
grumptious brute who loves to guzzle up little
boys and girls. But the other animals have had
enough of his cunning tricks, so they scheme
to get the better of this foul fiend, once and
for all!
040480 Полеты в одиночку
£18.75
Going Solo.
Superb stories, daring deeds, fantastic
adventures! It's the action-packed tale of R.
Dahl's exploits as a World War II pilot. Learn
all about his encounters with the enemy, his
worldwide travels, the life-threatening injuries
he sustained in a plane accident, and the rest
of his sometimes bizarre, often unnerving, and
always colourful adventures.
040475 Свинутсы
£14.75
The Twits.
Mr. and Mrs. Twit are the smelliest, nastiest,

Who needs a ladder when you've got a giraffe
with an extended neck? The Ladderless
Window-Cleaning Company certainly doesn't.
They don't need a pail, either, because they
have a pelican with a bucket-sized beak.
With a monkey to do the washing and Billy
as their manager, this business is destined
for success. Now they have their big break
- chance to clean all 677 windows of the
Hampshire House, owned by the richest man
in all of England!

Ages 11-14
040497 Маленький принц - Экзюпери, А.
£12.50
The Little Prince.
This is one of the most famous works of
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. With a timeless
charm it tells the story of a little boy who
leaves the safety of his own tiny planet to
travel the universe, learning the vagaries
of adult behaviour through a series of
extraordinary encounters. His personal
odyssey culminates in a voyage to Earth and
further adventures.

Bestseller!

041131 Маленький принц - Экзюпери, А.£9.85
The Little Prince.
046618 Маленький принц - Экзюпери, А.
£17.95+
"Le Petit Prince" is here available as an audio
book in Russian translation.
043059 Алиса в стране чудес. Алиса в
Зазеркалье - Кэрролл, Л.
£21.75
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland. Alice
through the Looking Glass.

Ages 11-18

045437 Сказки 1001 ночи - Зарубежная
классика.
£18.95
This collection of Middle Eastern stories
and folk tales (the Arabian Nights) originally
compiled in Arabic during the Islamic Golden
Age is now translated into Russian. The "Tales
of 1001 Nights" present the wonderful world
full of heroes' adventures, love stories, magic
carpets and genies, sages and oafs, kings and
merchants... It includes "Aladdin's Wonderful
Lamp", "Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves", "The
Seven Voyages of Sindbad the Sailor" and
other gripping stories that reveal the beauty
and fascination of the Middle East. One of the
most popular works of the world literature, it
earned the love of readers of all ages of the
East and the West.
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Science-fiction and
fantasy
Ages 8-10
402994 Путешествие Алисы - Булычёв, К.
£10.95
Alisa's Voyage.
046032 Жёлтый туман - Волков, А.
£13.95
The Yellow Fog.
046033 Тайна заброшенного замка - Волков,
А.
£13.95
The Mystery of the Abandoned Castle.

Ages 11-14
041391 Северное сияние - Пулман, Ф.£14.75
His Dark Materials 1: Northern Lights.
041403 Чудесный нож - Пулман, Ф. £17.75
His Dark Materials 2: The Subtle Knife.
041405 Янтарный телескоп - Пулман, Ф.
£15.75
His Dark Materials 3: The Amber Spyglass.
045212 Хроники Нарнии - Льюис, К. £15.75
The Chronicles of Narnia.
The book includes The Magician's Nephew;
The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe; The
Horse and His Boy; Prince Caspian; The
Voyage of the Dawn Treader; The Silver Chair;
The Last Battle.
042020 Звездная пыль - Гейман, Н. £14.75
Stardust.
043072 Чернильное сердце - Функе, К.£16.75
Inkheart.
046064 Чернильная смерть - Функе, К.£18.75
Inkdeath.
045359 Бесшабашный - Функе, К.
£12.95
Reckless.
045306 Тайны сирен - Голдинг, Д.
£14.75
Secret of the Sirens.
045307 Взгляд Горгоны - Голдинг, Д. £8.85
The Gorgon's Gaze.
045304 Эрагон - Паолини, К.
£16.95
Eragon (The Inheritance Cycle #1).
045305 Эрагон. Возвращение - Паолини, К.
£19.95
Eldest (The Inheritance Cycle #2).
047113 Эрагон. Брисингр - Паолини, К.£16.95
Brisingr (The Inheritance Cycle #3).
045310 Эрагон. Наследие - Паолини, К.£14.50
Inheritance (The Inheritance Cycle #4).

Bestseller!

Серия книг
о Гарри Поттере
Rowling, J

This is a series of fantasy novels written by the
British author J. K. Rowling. The books chronicle
the adventures of a wizard, Harry Potter, and his
friends Ronald Weasley and Hermione Granger,
the students at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft
and Wizardry. The main story concerns Harry’s
quest to overcome the Dark wizard Lord
Voldemort, whose aims are to become immortal,
conquer the wizarding world, subjugate nonmagical people, and destroy all those who stand
in his way, especially Harry. Enjoy the magical
adventures of Harry Potter in Russian!
042100 Гарри Поттер и философский камень
£15.75
Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone.
Harry Potter thinks he is an ordinary boy. He
lives with his Uncle Vernon, Aunt Petunia
and cousin Dudley, who are mean to him
and make him sleep in a cupboard under the
stairs. Then Harry starts receiving mysterious
letters and his life is changed forever. He is
whisked away by a beetle-eyed giant of a man
and enrolled at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft
and Wizardry. The reason: Harry Potter is a
wizard!

042104 Гарри Поттер и Тайная комната
£15.75
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets.
Harry Potter has not had a good summer. Not
only has he had to put up with his overbearing
aunt and uncle and their dread of his magical
abilities, but also it seems as if Harry's best
friends Ron and Hermione have forgotten him,
as they haven't replied to a single one of his
letters. Then mysteriously a house-elf Dobby
appears in Harry's bedroom and warns him
of great danger if he should attempt to return
to Hogwarts School. And so, another year of
adventure, excitement and mystery begins...
042102 Гарри Поттер и узник Азкабана £15.75
Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban.
When the Knight Bus crashes through the
darkness and screeches to a halt in front of
him, it's the start of another far from ordinary
year at Hogwarts for Harry. Sirius Black,
escaped mass-murderer and follower of Lord
Voldemort, is on the run - and they say he is
coming after Harry. In his first ever Divination
class, Professor Trelawney sees an omen of

death in Harry's tea leaves. But most terrifying
of all are the Dementors patrolling the school
grounds, with their soul-sucking kiss.
042105 Гарри Поттер и Кубок Огня £15.75
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire.
Harry Potter is midway through his training as
a wizard and his coming of age. Harry wants
to get away from the pernicious Dursleys and
go to the International Quidditch Cup. He
wants to find out about the mysterious event
that's supposed to take place at Hogwarts this
year, an event involving two other rival schools
of magic, and a competition that hasn't
happened for a hundred years. He wants to
be a normal, 14-year-old wizard. Unfortunately
for him, he's not normal - even by wizarding
standards. And here, different can be deadly.

042149 Гарри Поттер и Орден Феникса
£15.75
Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix.
Dark times have come to Hogwarts. After
the Dementors' attack on his cousin Dudley,
Harry knows Voldemort will stop at nothing
to find him. There are many who deny the
Dark Lord's return, but Harry is not alone: a
secret order gathers at Grimmauld Place to
fight against the Dark forces. Harry must allow
Professor Snape to teach him how to protect
himself from Voldemort's savage assaults on
his mind. But they are growing stronger by the
day and Harry is running out of time...
042116 Гарри Поттер и Принц-полукровка
£15.75
Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince.
This is Harry Potter's sixth year at Hogwarts
School of Witchcraft and Wizardry.
Voldemort's power is stronger than ever, even
muggle's are noticing. Dumbledore is often
away from the school and the Order of the
Phoenix is suffering. Yet Harry receives help
from the mysterious Half-Blood Prince.
044258 Гарри Поттер и Дары Смерти £16.75
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows.
The final book of the Harry Potter series.
Voldemort has gained control of the Ministry
of Magic. Harry and his friends Ron and
Hermione are driven to find the remaining
Horcruxes to finish off Dumbledore's task.
042106 Гарри Поттер. Полное собрание
(комплект из 7 книг) £106.00
Harry Potter Box Set (Books 1-7). This box set
includes all seven books which have already
become iconic for a few generations.
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the recipient superhuman strength. The
protagonists, the title character Asterix, along
with his friend Obelix have various adventures.
The Asterix series is popular in most European
countries, and has been translated into over
100 languages, and now for the first time in
Russian, published by Machaon.

042120 Гарри Поттер и Проклятое дитя
£18.75
Harry Potter and the Cursed Child.
Based on the original new story by J.K.
Rowling, Jack Thorne and John Tiffany, this
play is the 8th story in the Harry Potter series
and the first one presented on stage. It was
always difficult being Harry Potter and it isn't
much easier now that he is an overworked
employee of the Ministry of Magic, a husband
and father of 3 school-age children. While
Harry grapples with a past that refuses to
stay where it belongs, his youngest son Albus
must struggle with the weight of a family
legacy he never wanted. As past and present
fuse ominously, both father and son learn the
uncomfortable truth: sometimes, darkness
comes from unexpected places.
042123 Фантастические твари и где они
обитают
£16.75
Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them:
The Original Screenplay.
Straight from the library at Hogwarts School
of Witchcraft and Wizardry, a book of magical
creatures that no Harry Potter fan should be
without! A copy of this book resides in almost
every wizarding household in the country. Now
Muggles too have a chance to discover where
the Quintaped lives, what the Puffskein eats,
and why it is best not to leave milk out for a
Knarl. This particular copy once belonged
to Harry Potter himself, who left there a few
notes and his drawings...
045249 Квидиш сквозь века
£15.75
Quidditch Through the Ages.

Comic strips
Ages 0-15

Приключения
Астерикса
Goscinny, R / Uderzo, A

This is a series of French comics, first
appeared in 1959, written by René Goscinny
and illustrated by Albert Uderzo. It still is
the most popular Franco-Belgian comics in
the world which follows the adventures of
a village of indomitable Gauls as they resist
Roman occupation in 50 BC. They do so by
means of a magic potion brewed by their
druid Panoramix, which temporarily gives

042052 Астерикс из Галлии
Asterix the Gaul.
042059 Золотой серп
Asterix and the Golden Sickle.
042060 Астерикс-Гладиатор
Asterix the Gladiator.
042061 Большая петля
Asterix and the Banquet.
042064 Поединок вождей
Asterix and the Big Fight.
042066 Астерикс и Транситалика
Asterix and the Trans-Italic.
042067 Папирус Цезаря
Asterix and the Missing Scroll.
042075 Астерикс в Британии
Asterix in Britain.
042077 Астерикс-легионер
Asterix the Legionary.
042079 Щит Арверна
Asterix and the Chieftain's Shield.

£15.50
£15.50
£15.50
£15.50
£15.50

043006 Дядюшка Скрудж и Дональд Дак.
Последний из Клана Макдаков £27.75
Uncle Scrooge and Donald Duck. The Last of
the Clan Duck.
043008 Дональд Дак. Рождество на
Медвежьей горе
£22.95
Donald Duck. Christmas on Bear Mountain.
043018 Дядюшка Скрудж. Пропавшая корона
Чингисхана
£22.95
Lost Crown of Genghis Khan.
043019 Дональд Дак. Безумный попугай
£22.95
Donald Duck: The Pixilated Parrot.
043020 Дональд Дак. Затерянные в Андах
£20.95
Donald Duck: Lost in the Andes.
043026 Дональд Дак. След единорога £21.95
Donald Duck: Trail of the Unicorn.

NEW!

£15.50
£15.50
£15.50
£15.50
£15.50

3-18 All through

Приключения
Тинтина
Hergé

Утиные истории
Barks, C

This new series presents a collection of
early works by Carl Barks - the classic stories
of 1950-s about Scrooge McDuck, a famous
character from The Disney Universe. The
series is recommended for children of middle
and senior school age.
043002 Дядюшка Скрудж. Семь золотых
городов
£30.50
Uncle Scrooge. The Seven Cities of Gold.
043003 Дональд Дак. Тайна старого замка
£24.95
Donald Duck. The Old Castle's Secret.
043004 Дядюшка Скрудж и Дональд Дак.
Самый богатый селезень в мире
£20.95
Uncle Scrooge and Donald Duck. The Richest
Duck in the World.
043005 Дядюшка Скрудж и Дональд Дак. Сын
Солнца
£29.75
Uncle Scrooge And Donald Duck. The Son Of
The Sun.

The Adventures of Tintin is a series of comic
strips created by the Belgian artist Georges
Rémi, who wrote under the pen name of Hergé.
Set during a largely realistic 20th century, the
hero of the series is Tintin, a young Belgian
reporter. He is aided in his adventures from the
beginning by his faithful fox terrier dog Snowy.
Later, popular additions to the cast included the
brash, cynical and grumpy Captain Haddock, the
highly intelligent but hearing-impaired Professor
Calculus and other supporting characters such
as the incompetent detectives Thomson and
Thompson. Discover the latest titles from the
series in Russian.
042046 Тинтин и Пикаросы
£15.50
042056 Сокровище Красного Ракхама £15.50
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Teaching and
developing literature
for children
Ages 0-4
041830 Счет. Мой первый словарик. 2-3 года
£12.95
Counting.
The series "Moj pervyj slovarik" (My First
Dictionary).
041831 Весёлый счёт. Цифры. 4-5 лет Маршак, С./ Михалков, C.
£5.90
Happy Counting. Numbers.
For children aged 4-5.
041832 Академия малыша. Цифры Козловска, У.
Academy of a Child. Numbers.

Based on the Moomin characters created by
the Finnish author Tove Jansson, this book
helps children of preschool age learn colours.

high-contrast images stimulate visual perception
of children. The books will help them develop
coordination of vision and will become their first
toys.
043013 Кошка и другие животные
£7.65
A Cat and Other Animals.
043016 Р-р-р и другие звуки
£7.65
R-r-r and Other Sounds.
043017 Сколько птичек?
£7.65
How Many Birds?
043015 Жираф и другие животные
£7.65
A Giraffe and Other Animals.

£7.90

There are so many interesting things around
us! And it's time to find out about these things.
It's so much fun to play with your friends, to
get to know the world around us, to find out
something new every day! Do you want to
learn counting? For this you need to know
NUMBERS!

041821 Одежда. Мои первые слова Громова, О.
£4.95
Clothes.
"My First Words" series.
The first vocabulary of children is being
formed of the words which name the objects
surrounding them, and clothes are the part of
them. This book will help to learn new words,
and colourful pictures with playful rhymes will
make the learning experience enjoyable.
041808 Одежда
£9.85
Clothes.
The series "Moi pervye slova" (My First
Words). This cardboard book will tell children
everything about clothes: what it is, which
types of clothes there are, and when you need
to put certain types on. The bright, colourful
pictures and solid cardboard pages of the
book will make the learning process easier.
041819 Моя одежда - Корнеева, О.
£4.95
My Clothes.
This interesting, bright and colourful book
about clothes is recommended for children of
preschool age.
041834 Изучаем цвета
£7.90
Learning Colours.
You can teach children to differentiate

colours from the early stages. The specialists
recommend to start with red: show children
what the little fox Mio has drawn with the red
colour, and tell them what else can be red.
When children have learnt the red, yellow,
green, and blue colours, move to the more
"complicated" ones (orange, pink, purple,
etc.).
041836 Муми-тролли. Цвета
£8.85
Moomin's Little Book Of Colours.

042528 Сравнилки Винни-Пуха. Горшочек
Винни-Пуха: полный-пустой
£6.90
Learn comparatives in Russian with the muchloved Soviet character 'Vinni-Pukh'. This board
book contains beautifully illustrated pictures of
Winnie the Pooh, Eeyore, Piglet and all their
friends. It makes learning comparatives fun!
042518 Учу время вместе с Винни-Пухом
£5.90
Learn to tell the time in Russian with the
much-loved Soviet character 'Vinni-Pukh'
(Winnie the Pooh). This board book contains
beautifully illustrated pictures of Winnie the
Pooh, Eeyore, Piglet and all their friends. It
makes learning to tell the time fun!
041822 Время. Мой первый словарик. 2-3
года
£9.85
Time.
The series "Moj pervyj slovarik" (My First
Dictionary).
This book is designed for small readers to help
them learn how to tell time. With the colourful
pictures on solid cardboard pages of the
book children will be introduced to the daily
schedule: what time to wake up and to do
morning exercises, what time to have dinner,
what time to go to bed, etc. The book will help
to develop speaking skills of children as well
as their memory and ability to focus.

Ages 5-7
047019 Почему крапива жжется? И другие
детские "почему" - Гурьянова, Л.
£17.75
Why Do Nettles Sting? And Other Children's
"Whys".
047100 ЫБА! Море - фантастическая книга
игр и загадок - Шмельков, Л. £21.75
YBA! MORE ("ISH! SEA") - A Fantastic Book
of Games and Riddles.
041835 Необыкновенное путешествие
синьора Капельки - Траини, А.£15.75
A Fantastic Journey of Signor Kapelka.
"The World Around Us" for children.
Which adventures does water in the world go
through? Now meet Signor Kapelka!
Signor Kapelka sets off on a journey to find his
friends who he played with at sea in summer.
On this journey he first turns into a cloud,
then into rain, then into snow - what else can
happen to a drop of water in the world? And
finally he gets into the city apartment of his
friends! He runs in the pipes, lots of pipes, he
is all around us where water in apartments is.

Первые книжки для
крошки
The First Books For a Baby series will help
mothers engage with their children from the very
start. The series consists of 4 books designed
for children aged 0-3 years old. Each book
consists of 14 cardboard pages with 14 high
contrast images which contribute to a child’s
early development. The books are ideal for
babies who only learn to focus their eyes on
pictures and differentiate between them. Clear

041825 Путешествие в деревню - Траини, А.
£17.75
A Trip to the Countryside.
Signor Kapelka needs to rush to the
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countryside as it's been a long time since it
rained last time, and all the animals, people
and plants are suffering from thirst. Also it
is a great opportunity to have a tour around
the countryside and find out lots of new and
interesting things. Fascinating experiments for
children and their parents provided.
041826 Жизнь и приключения синьора Вишни
- Траини, А.
£17.75
Life and Adventures of Signor Cherry.
Where do trees come from, how do they eat,
breath, and serve people? Signor Vishnia tells
Ryzhik and Kliukvik about all this himself. Also
he tells about spring and summer, birds and
insects. Some fascinating experiments for
children and their parents provided.
041839 Зверитория. Самая необычная
энциклопедия
£23.75
Zveritoriya. The Most Unusual Encyclopedia.
The book includes 40 chapters of interesting
facts about animals' life (animals' records,
instincts, distinguishing characteristics of the
body structure of animals, birds, and insects).
All animals are grouped by colour (white, blue,
red, speckled, stripy); size (giants, dwarfs);
methods of attack and defence (ones with
spikes, venom glands or protective armour).
The book will answer many questions: Which
animals are the skilful builders? Which are the
smartest or the fastest ones? Which animals
travel long distances every year and why?
Which are comfortable to stay by people
and do not travel at all? Funny and colourful
pictures will make reading even more exciting!

041838 Динозавры и другие доисторические
животные
£16.95
Dinosaurs and Other Prehistoric Animals.
041842 Мир животных
£16.95
The World of Animals.

Энциклопедия для
малышей
ЭКСМО

This beloved children's series helps young
explorers to discover the world around us.
The series includes 5 books which tell about
big animals, big dinosaurs, big cars, the
human body, and the cosmos. The books are
designed for children of preschool age. Every
book comes with 4 big fold out pages. The
series is a wonderful present for children which
is guaranteed to make learning an exciting
experience!
041340 Большая книга о больших животных
£13.50
The Big Book about Big Animals.

longest and the biggest one.
041344 Большая книга о больших машинах
£14.50
The Big Book about Big Cars.
This book will tell children everything about the
biggest, the most powerful, the fastest, and
the longest cars in the world.

Ages 8-10
041829 Как работает маяк? - Беляев, Р.
£19.75
How Does a Lighthouse Work?
Lighthouses are some of the oldest
engineering constructions in the world. For
thousands of years they have been helping
ships to overcome dangers, and have
become one of the most popular symbols of
hope. People write songs and poems about
lighthouses, artists choose them for their
paintings. Both children and adults would
like to visit a real lighthouse to find out how it
works, and how people who work there live.

On the big fold-out pages of this book children
will find the biggest, the fastest, the heaviest
and the most dangerous animals that live or
ever lived on Earth.
041341 Большая книга о космосе
£14.50
The Big Book about the Cosmos.

200 познавательных
наклеек
NEW!
ЭКСМО

The 200 Educational Stickers is an entertaining new series from the Moscow publisher
Eksmo will be a wonderful present for children
who would like to explore the world around us!
Each book has big bright and colourful pages
and 200 stickers included. Throughout each
book children will be accompanied by a special character to help them learning, and at the
end they will be able to pass the test to check
their knowledge.
041833 Тело человека
£13.50
Human Body.
041837 Путешествие вокруг света
£14.50
Travel Around the World.

With this book children will find out how many
planets there are in the Solar system, what
asteroids are, which planet rotates "on its
side", where the Great Red Spot is. They will
also learn about powerful rockets, spaceships
and telescopes that help us to explore the
cosmos.
041342 Большая книга о больших динозаврах
£13.50
The Big Book about Big Dinosaurs.
This book will help children learn about the
prehistoric animals that lived on Earth millions
of years ago. They will find out what scary
raptors looked like, what they ate, how they
defended themselves from enemies. Children
will also learn about the sea monsters and the
sky conquerors.
041343 Большая книга о теле человека
£13.50
The Big Book about the Human Body.
With this book children will find out which 5
senses help people to perceive the world
around us, what happens to the food that has
been eaten, how many bones there are in
an adult human body, and which bone is the

Picture book packs
Ages 0-4 & 5-7
041801 Russian Picture Book Primary Topics
Pack
£198.00
A selection of Russian picture books which
covers the basic vocabulary topics: numbers,
colours, clothes, animals, telling the time, and
parts of the body. The pack includes 19 titles.
Each title can be purchased separately.
041002 Selected Literature Picture Book Pack in
Russian
£139.00
A selection of our bestselling children's picture
books in Russian which gives you an idea of
the current favourites. The pack includes 14
titles. Each title can be purchased separately.
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Ideas for Christmas
and New Year

poems and tales about winter, New Year and
Christmas by Pushkin, Gogol, A. Tolstoy,
Kuprin, Shmelev, Odoevsky, Bunin, Balmont,
Nekrasov, Fet and others.

047087 Рождественская ёлка - Диккенс, Ч.
£24.75
This edition comprises two famous
works by the great English writer Charles
Dickens - "Rozhdestvenskaja Pesn' v
Proze" (A Christmas Carol in Prose) and
"Rozhdestvenskaja Elka" (A Christmas Tree).
With the wonderful illustrations by Robert
Ingpen they acquire a new life. In 1986 this
Australian illustrator and graphic designer
won the biennial Hans Christian Andersen
Award conferred by the International Board on
Books for Young People, which is the highest
recognition available to a writer or illustrator of
children's books.
042099 Щелкунчик и Мышиный король Гофман, Э.
£13.95
The Nutcracker and the Mouse King.

047665 Праздничная книга новогодних стихов
и историй
£15.575
A Festive Book of New Year Poems and
Stories. Both children and adults look forward
to New Year so much! In this book you will
find interesting information about the history
of this beloved holiday and its invariable
"companions": a decorated Christmas tree,
magical Father Frost and his assistants, as
well as you will find out about the New Year
traditions in different countries. Also this book
is a compilation of beautiful poems about
winter by talented Russian poets, including
Pushkin, Fet, Tiutchev, Esenin, Pasternak,
Blok, Kharms, Chernyj, Kozlov.
047666 Новогодние и другие зимние рассказы
русских писателей
£15.75
New Year and Other Winter Stories by
Russian Writers.

The famous tale about wonderful adventures
of the little girl on Christmas Eve is presented
from a new perspective in this edition with
the original illustrations by Philip Giordano.
This Italian illustrator was the first one to win
the International Award for Illustration at the
Bologna children's book fair in 2010. There
is so much to look forward to in the book:
the magnificent Christmas tree, the dolls and
toys that become alive, and the journey to the
Sweet Kingdom - let the magic begin!

Various ages
To help you find that perfect gift, here are our
recommendations of some of the best books
to put on your lists this Christmas! Whether it's
festive fiction for young readers or the latest
international bestseller, we're sure you'll find
the ideal stocking filler with our selection.
047660 Большая новогодняя книга.15 историй
про Новый год и Рождество £12.95
Big New Year Book.
15 Stories about New Year and Christmas.
This book is a perfect gift for the whole family
for New Year and Christmas. It's not just a
compilation which includes the best works of
Russian and foreign classics in the genre of
a Christmas story, it also is a card where you
can leave your warmest wishes in. The book
presents the stories by Andersen, Dickens,
Hoffman, Gogol, Leskov, Dostoevsky,
Chekhov, Kuprin, Gorky, and Zoshchenko.

047663 Старинные рождественские рассказы
русских писателей
£14.75
Old Christmas Stories by Russian Writers.
This is a compilation of stories by Russian
classic authors, including the little-known
ones, which are united by the theme of
Christmas and Yule. The most important
question covered in many stories is affirmation
of Christian virtues. The book includes the
stories by Nemirovich-Danchenko, Kruglov,
Leskov, Chekhov, Korovin, Grigorovich,
Garin-Mikhajlovsky, Bunin, Chirikov, Gejntse,
Budishchev, Briusov, Brusianin, Gurevich,
Kuprin, Poselianin.
047664 Рождественская книга стихов и
историй
£14.75
A Christmas Book of Poems and Stories.
Are you waiting for Christmas? It is the most
magical and anticipated holiday both for
children and adults! New Year, Christmas,
a Christmas tree, presents, festivities, the
sun and frost outside, skies and skates...
In this book you will find many interesting
things about this bright feast: modern and
old traditions of celebrating New Year and
Christmas, fortune-telling and carolling, Father
Frost and Snow Maiden. Open this book and
introduce children to the most beautiful stories,

This compilation includes stories by Russian
authors, famous and little-known, which are
united by the theme of New Year and Yule.
Long Russian winter with the Epiphany
frosts, blizzards and dangerous snowstorms,
long dark evenings, filled with stories about
the past and Yule fables - they all have
been brightly represented in the Russian
literature. The book includes the stories by
Odoevsky, Zagoskin, Shakhovsky, Kukolnik,
Dostoevsky, Sollogub, Nefedov, Karazin,
Chekhov, Garshin, Korovin, Chaushansky, Ge,
A.Stanislavsky, Vagner, Krasnova, Andreev,
Korinfsky, Parchevsky.
041268 Ночь перед Рождеством - Гоголь, Н.
£14.75
The Night Before Christmas.

NEW!

It is the night before Christmas and devilry is
afoot. The devil steals the moon and hides it
in his pocket. He is thus free to run amok and
inflicts all sorts of wicked mischief upon the
village of Dikanka by unleashing a snowstorm.
But the one he'd really like to torment is
the town blacksmith, Vakula, who creates
paintings of the devil being vanquished.
Vakula is in love with Oksana, but she will
have nothing to do with him. Vakula, however,
is determined to win her over, even if it means
battling the devil.

046782 Снежная королева - Андерсен, Х.
£18.75
The Snow Queen.
The sharp and gabled roofs of the houses
covered with snow, the dark clouds
thickening over the town, the ice shining and
shimmering... This is the world where the
Snow Queen reigns. In this world people seem
small and as if unimportant... But they can
sympathise and love, be loyal and sacrificial
- and that's why they can break free from the
queen's captivity and melt the piece of the
witching mirror, that turns every heart into ice.
This is the way the illustrator Valery Alfeevsky
interpreted the famous tale by Hans Christian
Andersen.
048852 Тайна Санта Клауса - Пахайоки, С.
£13.95
Santa's Secret.
Enjoy Christmas with a fairy tale about Santa
Claus and Lapland by Sven Pahajoki.
046485 Санта-Клаус - Куннас, М.
£22.75
Finland's Santa Claus and Mount Korvatunturi,
Lapland - just as we always imagined they
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would be! Mauri Kunnas has always gotten
along perfectly with elves. And in this book he
allows us to accompany the elfin scouts on
their exciting expeditions, to see for ourselves
the great heaps of letters in Santa's post
office, to experience the preparations for the
Christmas gift-giving, and to journey through
many a far-off land... Here, in one volume, is
everything there is to know about Santa Claus,
his elves, and magical Korvatunturi.

However, it isn't until he meets a little girl in
desperate need of a friend that he realises this
village needs a Christmas miracle...

048854 Новогодние открытки и подарки Шахова, М. / Даркова, Ю.
£9.85
Christmas Cards and Gifts

046294 Школа снеговиков - Усачев, А. £9.55
The School for Snowmen.
047659 Волшебный Новый год - Дружинина,
М.
£7.90
Magical New Year.
The most favourite holiday for children - New
Year - is coming! It is bringing us so much fun,
happiness and joy! So many surprises and
presents! This wonderful book with the New
Year's little poems, riddles, counting rhymes is
a perfect present, which will create the festive
mood and will leave every child happy!
047662 Ванильный Новый Год - Карпова, Н.
£15.75
Vanilla New Year.
Have you ever tried an eskimo pie which
brings luck and good spirits? Ivan Ivanych
Ledyshkin makes the best ice-cream in the
city. He also is a big storyteller! And for New
Year Ledyskin would like to make the tastiest
vanilla ice-cream for everyone! But a real
surprise is coming...Talented Maria Korotaeva
illustrated this wonderful magic story.
049127 Твоя первая Библия
£9.85
"Your First Bible: The Sacred History for
Children" is beautiful and kind, light and
entertaining, full of wisdom and importance till
nowadays. It presents the great sacred history
of the world, that was once created by God
for ecumenical happiness. The text has been
approved by the Church, and the illustrations
have been carefully designed.
049158 Оливер. Кот, который спас праздник Нортон, Ш.
£11.95
Oliver the Cat Who Saved Christmas.
Heartfelt, moving, and inspiring, a Christmas
book perfect for fans of "A Street Cat Named
Bob". Oliver the cat is a timid little thing, who
rarely ventures from his home in the Foresters'
Arms. Then his life changes dramatically
when a fire breaks out in the pub kitchen and
he is left homeless and afraid. But, with the
kindness of the humans around him, he soon
learns to trust again. And, in his own special
way, he helps to heal those around him.

Giving and receiving presents is a lot of fun
but there is nothing more priceless than
creating something with your hands. The
great thing is you have nearly everything
you need in your home: pieces of fabric, old
postcards, tinsel, an old necklace... everything
you could want to create your own man-made
masterpiece to get into the Spirit of Christmas.
322685 Открытка к Рождеству
£0.85+
A selection of Russian Christmas Cards, a
perfect gift for your Russian speaking friends
and family.
322690 Набор открыток "С Новым Годом!" (5
штук в комплекте)
£5.10+
Postcard: Happy New Year and Merry
Christmas! - A set of cards 5 pcs.

bandits are on his trail. How will the poor
woodcutter outwit forty thieves all on his
own? Ali Baba is going to need luck on his
side, either that, or the help of a very clever
friend...
328889 Aliens Love Underpants - Freedman, C/
Cort, B
£9.50
This zany, hilarious story is simply out of this
world - it'll make you laugh your pants off!
342705 Augustus and his Smile - Rayner, C
£9.50
Augustus the tiger has lost his smile. He sets
out to find it and begins a journey that takes
him all over the world through dense jungles,
arid deserts, and deep oceans. By the time his
journey finally comes to an end, Augustus has
realised that he will never be without his smile
again.
328917 Brrmmm! Let's Go! - Kingdom,J /
Broadley, L(ill)
£9.50
How people get around depends on where
they live. You might be used to travelling by
car, bike or train but in Norway Falda hitches
a ride on her sister's snowmobile and in
Thailand, Niran gets home on a tuk-tuk. Why
do you think people use different modes of
transport? Which would you most like to try?
342764 Tom and Sofia Start School - Barkow, H
£9.50
Tom and Sofia are all set for their first day
at school: their uniforms are ready, their PE
kits are prepared and their school bags are
packed. All the same, Tom can't help feeling
a little bit nervous. Will he get lost in the big
school? Will he make any friends? Sofia,
meanwhile, cannot wait to get started. She is
excited about going to big school like her older
sister. Find out what Tom and Sofia get up to
on their first day at school.
357622 Fox Fables - Casey, D
£9.50
In Aesop's 'The Fox and the Crane' the fox
deliberately serves the crane's dinner on a
plate that she cannot eat from. But how will
the fox feel when the tables are turned?

Bilingual books
Mantra-Lingua - dual
language books
Mantra Lingua books are specifically tailored
to the needs of young language learners.
They use familiar stories, repetitive sentence
structures and simple tenses to develop
independent reading skills and build relevant
vocabulary. Designed to foster confidence
in using foreign languages, these titles are
suitable for use from Key Stage 2 onwards.
Each book provides the text in both English
and Russian.
328868 Ali-Baba and the 40 thieves - Attard, E/
Holland, R (ill)
£9.50
In a village in the Arabian Desert, a band
of knife-wielding thieves want revenge. In a
secret cave, Ali Baba has stumbled across
their stolen treasure and now the bloodthirsty

328875 Goldilocks and the Three Bears Clynes, K / Daykin, L(ill)
£9.50
'Stop Goldilocks, go back home, woods aren't
safe when you're all alone!' What will become
of Goldilocks when she ignores the friendly
mouse's warnings?
328883 Jill and the Beanstalk - Gregory, M /
Anstey, D(ill)
£9.50
'Jack couldn't help feeling envious of Jill, he
wished he'd climbed a beanstalk instead of a
hill...' Whilst Jack lies in bed recovering from
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his fall down the hill, Jill sets out to save her
family from ruin. Will the risks she takes pay
off or will her family go hungry?
357637 Journey through Islamic Arts - Robert,
N / Mayo, D (ill)
£9.50
A young girl's imagination takes flight and
carries her on a magical journey into the
world of Islamic art and architecture. From
colossal mosques to opulent palaces and lush
ornamental gardens, she travels through the
Islamic world's rich artistic heritage. A perfect
way to introduce young readers to Islamic
history and culture. Diana Mayo's sumptuous
illustrations bring the richness and splendour
of Islamic art to life.
041658 Listen, Listen - Gershator, P
£9.50
Learn about the seasons and discover the
sights and sounds of nature - from sizzling
summer sun to crisp winter snow. Alison Jay's
irresistible illustrations masterfully capture
each season in turn.
328865 The Little Red Hen and the Grains of
Wheat - Hen, L
£9.50
Little Red Hen finds some grains of wheat
but when she asks the cat, the dog and the
goose to help her plant them, they are all far
too busy. When Little Red Hen has finally
grown the wheat, harvested it, turned it into
flour and baked the bread the others are more
than happy to help her eat it - but who will she
choose to share it with?

328881 The Giant Turnip - Barkow, H / Johnson,
R(ill)
£9.50
When Miss Honeywood's class set about
planting a vegetable garden, they have no
idea what's in store for them. Soon they have
grown a turnip taller than a giraffe and wider
than an elephant! But what can you do with a
giant turnip? Vividly illustrated and humorously
narrated, this modern retelling of a much-loved
Russian fairy tale is a story about little people
working together to solve big problems.
342782 The Elves and the Shoemaker - Barkow,
H
£9.50
As the shoemaker and his wife sleep in their
beds, somebody is quietly working away
downstairs… They are busying themselves
snipping and stitching and swishing and
swooshing and, in no time at all, a beautiful
pair of shoes sits gleaming on the counter.
How will the penniless shoemaker ever find
out who is helping him?
328871 The Pied Piper - Barkow, H / Dry, R (ill)
£9.50
When the town of Hamelin is overrun with
hundreds of rats, a mysterious piper arrives to
drive them away. But when the townspeople

refuse to pay the Pied Piper for his work, he
finds a shocking way of getting revenge.
045397 Farmer Duck - Waddell, M / Oxenbury,
H (ill)
£9.50
Meet Farmer Duck, he isn't your average
duck. Whilst the lazy farmer lolls in his bed
reading the newspaper and guzzling bonbons,
the poor duck chops the wood, tends the hens,
washes the dishes and harvests the apples.
One day the overworked duck collapses in an
exhausted heap and the farm animals decide
something must be done. Together they agree
on a plan to teach the lazy farmer a lesson
once and for all...

THE EUROPEAN
BOOKSHOP

Situated in central London,
we offer a wide range of
materials from Europe
suitable for all ages.
There you will find everything
in this catalogue, and more...
COURSE BOOKS

Usborne titles for
bilingual children
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